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Structure of the talk
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● Outputs of mathematical research
● Publication landscape in mathematics
● Dimensions of openness in mathematics
● A transition example: zbMATH Open
● Discussion invited throughout



Outputs of mathematical research

3* Image: WIAS, from the MaRDI proposal, see DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.6552436 

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6552436


Math
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● Mathematical expressions
○ Equations
○ Inequations

● Definitions
● Theorems
● Conjectures
● Lemmas
● Proofs
● Structures
● Algorithms
● Models
● …



Models
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● Sets of mathematical statements connected via 
some shared variables

● Types
○ mathematical models
■ statistical model
■ logical model
■ …

○ computational models
○ disciplinary adaptations
■ climate model
■ economic model
■ …



Data
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Conrad et al. (2023). Making Mathematical Research Data FAIR: A Technology Overview. DOI: 10.48550/arXiv.2309.11829

https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2309.11829


Documents
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● Journal articles
● Preprints
● Conference papers
● Books
● Book chapters
● White papers
● Software descriptions
● Data descriptions
● Computational notebooks
● Grant proposals
● …



Publication landscape in mathematics
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https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6552436


Publication landscape in mathematics
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● Similar to other disciplines, except for
○ preprints often standing alone
○ preprints often with LaTeX source code
○ new business models
■ arXiv consortium of user institutions
■ subscribe to open
● European Mathematical Society journals

● Databases dedicated to mathematical objects
○ Digital Library of Mathematical Functions
○ Online Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences
○ Archive of Formal Proofs
○ Database of Ring Theory
○ Encyclopedia of Graphs
○ zbMATH/ swMATH

https://nap.nationalacademies.org/download/18619


Dimensions of openness in mathematics
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● Open Access to publications
○ free to read
■ common, especially via preprints
■ Elsevier boycott
■ for machines (LaTeX/ MathML / formula search)

○ openly licensed
■ still rare but increasing

● Open data
○ common in some areas, rare in others

● Open-source software
○ increasingly common

● Open process
○ still rare, but examples like Polymath projects



Open Access in math journals over time
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Share of different OA resources for digitally available core math journal articles

Dariush Ehsani, Olaf Teschke, On the Road to a Comprehensive Open Digital Mathematics Library. EMS 
Newsl. 118 (2020), pp. 76–78. DOI: 10.4171/NEWS/118/20

https://doi.org/10.4171/news/118/20


A transition example: zbMATH Open
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● started 1931 as “Zentralblatt für Mathematik und 
ihre Grenzgebiete”

● electronic since 1980, print discontinued in 2013
● back issues until about 1820
● 2021: zbMATH ⇒ zbMATH Open
● metadata about 
○ mathematical publications
■ their authors
■ associated software (swMATH)

● started out as subscription database
● recently converted to free-to-read
● conversion to open licensing is ongoing
● centrally curated but open to community 

contributions



Open Access in zbMATH over time
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Share of different OA resources for digitally available journal articles indexed in zbMATH

Dariush Ehsani, Olaf Teschke, On the Road to a Comprehensive Open Digital Mathematics Library. EMS 
Newsl. 118 (2020), pp. 76–78. DOI: 10.4171/NEWS/118/20

https://doi.org/10.4171/news/118/20


Overlap between arXiv and zbMATH
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Percentage of arXiv papers covered in zbMATH, by main Mathematical Subject 
Classification classes for publication years 1999–2017

Olaf Teschke, Green, Gold, Platinum, Nickel: On the Status of Open Access in Mathematics. EMS Newsl. 
110 (2018), pp. 60–63. DOI: 10.4171/NEWS/110/19

https://doi.org/10.4171/NEWS/110/19


MaRDI: The Mathematical Research 
Data Initiative

https://mardi4nfdi.de/ 
https://portal.mardi4nfdi.de/ 
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contact: 

daniel.mietchen@fiz-karlsruhe.de

https://mastodon.social/@EvoMRI 

Thank you!

https://mastodon.social/@EvoMRI

